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MESSAGE FROM
OUR PRESIDENT
The 2020 roar was a heartbreak...
but 2021 has fired and there seem
to be so many awesome stags
being shot this roar. Carparks
were overflowing and helicopter
companies have been flat out.
So, I hope all hunters had a great
experience this roar and stayed safe.
It is awesome to see a huge swing
happening amongst hunters who
want to be part of conservation in
our hills. Full credit to Hunters for
Conservation for their initiative in
leading this, and the local groups that
support them. Getting right behind
your local hunting organisation is
more important now than ever. They
need your support.
The new Minister of Conservation, Kiri
Allen, has us excited with her passion
for hunting and the outdoors. Her
fresh approach is looking positive for
both hunting and conservation. She
was diagnosed with cervical cancer
and had to take medical leave in
April, which was a blow, but it looks
like her treatment is going well and
we wish her a speedy recovery. We
look forward to working proactively
alongside her again in the future.
This year has been another big year
for the Central North Island Sika
Foundation.
With funding secured, our
Kaimanawa Whio Recovery Project
is growing with 30km of river now
protected. 100 DOC200 double
set box traps were recently installed
in the Cascade Stream. The Kaipo
Project was also expanded with
another 60 DOC200 double sets
and 10 Victor pro double set boxes
to compliment the 180 A24’s,

moving our protection further up
the Oamaru and Kaipo Rivers. We
have an awesome motivated team
heading these projects, and an everincreasing army of volunteers that
put their hand up to see this massive
conservation project succeed.
We have launched the Sika App
to increase data collection.
Management hunts have stepped
up with 6 hunts per year, formally
documenting the results of over
4,500hrs of targeted hunting.
With incentives like Take a kid hunting
(for free!) on our March hunt, we had
4 teams with a school aged child take
up our offer and most of those kids
were first time hunters who had such
a blast. With ongoing hunter support
for these management hunts, we can
introduce the next generation to what
hunting and conservation is all about.

Our goal: “A healthy Sika hunting
resource, thriving in resilient natural
habitats, valued by stakeholders” and
for hunters to be Sika managers, not
just Sika consumers.

We are working with DOC, Landcare
Research and the wider hunting
community on a new Sika Research
and Adaptive Management
programme for the Kaimanawa and
Kaweka Forest Parks which will take
hunter participation in conservation
to the next level.

John Cook
CNISF President 2021

and volunteers as everything we do is
only possible with your support.

The Cascade hut has been given a
massive facelift this year with thanks
to Back Country Huts Trust, DOC and
HeliSika. We had a team go in for 4
days to work on the refurbishment and
the Cascade hut now looks like new.
We are proud to bring you up to
speed with all these awesome
initiatives in our 2020/21 Year in
Review. The Sika Foundation would
like to thank our members, sponsors
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Sika stag and hind.
Photo: Fiona Duley.

OUR VISION
& OBJECTIVES
Whether you hunt for meat, trophy or both, there is no denying that Sika present the hunter with challenges and
interactions like no other deer species.
Their vocal and inquisitive nature, combined with their ability to learn quickly from mistakes and adapt to hunting
pressure makes them one of our most exciting and addictive big game animals to hunt. It is these traits that make the
Sika one of New Zealand’s iconic hunting resources.
To help facilitate a process of engagement with the Department of Conservation (DOC) and the Game Animal Council
(GAC), the Central North Island Sika Foundation was formed in 2015.
The key purpose of the Foundation is to advocate for the designation of a Herd of Special Interest under the Game
Animal Council Act (2014), so as to manage the Sika deer resource that resides on public conservation land to ensure
healthy forests that provide for sustainable recreational hunting.
Our Objectives
A set of general objectives have also been developed for the Central North Island Sika Foundation, which include:








To actively manage the central north island Sika herd in order to provide enhanced benefits to hunters and a
higher level of protection for the forests and grasslands in which they live.
To advance a management regime that involves a collaborative partnership between recreational Sika hunters, the
Game Animal Council, the Department of Conservation, local Iwi, interested landowners, and other stakeholders.
To achieve and maintain consistent, appropriate harvest levels of healthy Sika by better coordination of
recreational Sika hunting.
To increase the understanding, by recreational Sika hunters, of the Sika herd through better information
and education.
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“The Sika Foundation
seeks to de-emphasise
the historic sense of
entitlement and rights;
and re-emphasise a
sense of responsibility
and obligation in Sika
hunters. The future of
this cherished hunting
resource depends on
that culture shift.”

OUR CODE
OF CONDUCT
The Central North Island Foundation promotes a Hunting Code
of Conduct to ensure all hunters respect these important forests.
The following key messages have been developed by the
Foundation to help with ongoing education and advocacy, and to
encourage compliant hunter behaviour.

CODE OF CONDUCT










The hunting culture that this Code is designed to uphold is
one of Sika hunters as Guardians or Kaitiaki of these forest and
mountain lands – who hold a strong sense of respect, obligation
and responsibility.
For too long, many Kiwi hunters have been simply end-use
consumers of our forests and mountain land – consumers that hold
a strong sense of entitlement based on a lifetime of just doing
whatever they want, wherever and however they want.
The Sika Foundation seeks to de-emphasise the historic sense of
entitlement and rights; and re-emphasise a sense of responsibility
and obligation in Sika hunters. The future of this cherished hunting
resource depends on that culture shift.
















Plan and prepare.
Wear contrasting clothing.
Follow the Arms Code.
Always get a permit and abide
by its conditions.
Respect the rights of private
land owners.
Never spotlight on public land.
Take care to protect native
plants and animals.
Remove all your rubbish.
Bury your toilet waste carefully.
Keep streams and waterways clean –
and always CHECK, CLEAN, DRY.
Consider others who may be present
or follow after you.
Think about the most appropriate
animals to harvest from your
hunting area.
Kill animals as humanely as possible.
Wherever possible, take a jaw
and always carefully complete the
jaw data card.
Submit your hunting data forms
with accurate data.
Join the Sika Foundation and support
sustainable hunting.
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2020/21 MANAGEMENT
HUNTS SUMMARY
Most Kaimanawa & Kaweka Forest
hunting blocks get plenty of
hunting pressure during the roar.
Many Sika stags are harvested
between late March and early June
every year – in fact, data shows
over half of the annual Sika stag
harvest occurs in the month of
April, alone.
A whole lot more get harvested in
velvet during December and January
with approximately a further third of

the annual Sika stag harvest occurring
at this time. Most areas do not need
more Sika stags shot – they need
more Sika hinds shot. Many Sika
hunting areas have far more females
than males – 2:1 or more – reflecting
consistently low hind harvests.
Management hunts are designed to
increase overall hunting effort and
help improve both conservation and
hunting outcomes in areas where
access is more difficult, where deer

condition may be identified as poor,
and/or where forest condition may
be identified as declining.
These areas do not necessarily
have high deer density. It is the
relationship between current deer
density and deer ‘carrying capacity’
of the habitat that influences the
condition of both the habitat and
the deer.

TARGETING
BREEDING HINDS
Areas where deer density is
near the capacity of the forest to
support them, have much lower
reproductive rates (less females
having fawns each year). This is
because the forests provide less
quality nutrition.
Often, the average age of females
in these areas is also high due to the
chronic under-harvest of females,
which is a major contributor to the
negative outcomes outlined above.
Targeting breeding hinds helps
reduce overall deer numbers and
change the herd structure to a more

balanced herd sex ratio. This has
benefits for habitat quality, animal
(venison) quality and hunting
outcomes through more intense
rutting behaviours in Autumn, from
stags competing for fewer but more
productive females, living in more
sustainable habitat.
Hunter choices are a cornerstone
to the successful implementation
of Management Hunts. What deer
hunters choose to shoot is entirely
their call, but the Foundation
encourages participants in
Management Hunts to shoot
breeding hinds whenever possible.
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Clearly there are ethical issues with
shooting hinds with young fawns at
foot, which is why these hunts are
timed for outside of the main fawning
period (late-November through
mid-March).
Where they can be identified,
yearling hinds are ideal to shoot
year-round since this has a significant
positive impact on the longer-term
Sika population by reducing the
reproductive potential of the herd.
We don’t need more Sika in many
areas, we need to better look after
the Sika that are already present –
by looking after their habitat.

MEASURING SUCCESS
DOC has given special permission for access to many of these sites and has waived the concession fee
($48 per hunter) for the helicopter companies involved.
The Foundation needs to measure its success in operating Management Hunts and report these outcomes to DOC.
This is achieved through:
Hunting data (effort, sightings, deer shot) from the mandatory forms provided at pre-hunt briefings;

Herd Data (such as sex ratios and age structure of harvested deer, deer condition scores, reproductive status of
breeding females) from deer jaws collected at post-hunt de-briefings;

Sightings of any threatened species recorded on hunting data forms;

Observations of weeds (Pinus contorta, ling heather, etc) and pests from hunting data forms.


Over time, the Foundation expects to see:
Decreases in the average age of female Sika deer.

Increases in overall deer condition scores.

Increases in the proportion of females breeding (this will reflect lower overall deer density and better habitat health).

Increasing populations and/or distribution of threatened species.
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SIKA FOUNDATION
MANAGEMENT HUNT
DATA 2020/21
The data collected from the 2020/21
management hunts is reported
below. Hunts were held on:







5 – 8 June 20202
20 – 23 June 2020
2 – 5 October 2020
23 – 26 October 2020
13 – 16 November 2020
12 – 15 March 2021

LANDING SITE:
Waipakihi
Thunderbolt Tops
Ecology
Whitikau
KapuaWhio
Waiotaka
Waimarino Valley
Te Tiringa
Upper Tiraki
Pukehuia
Jap Creek
Upper Kaipo
Kaipo Swingbridge
Paemahi
Cascade Hut
Boyd Lodge
Te Puke Hut
Harkness Saddle
Otore Saddle
Mangatainoka Hut
Mangatainoka Saddle
Waimatai
Totals

A total of 66 parties made up of
232 individual hunters participated
in this year’s Management Hunts,
invested over 4,500hrs while visiting
22 different sites. The demand was
so high post-lockdown that we had
to lay on extra sites for the second
June hunt, which was our biggest
Management Hunt ever.

No. of parties
using site
6
1
3
3
1
3
2
4
4
6
5
5
1
4
1
1
2
3
1
4
3
2
66
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Adult
Stag
10
2
3
1

Many repeat hunters participated
again this year and there were also
lots of new hunters and kids getting
involved, including more women Sika
hunters. These hunters harvested
95 deer – 54 (57.4%) of which were
female – and one pig.

SIKA SHOT
Adult Juvenile Juvenile
Hind
Stag
Hind
2
1
3
1
5
4
1
2
1

RED DEER SHOT
Stag

2
2

2
2
5
1
3
1
2

3
1
2
1
1

Pig

1
1
2

2

Hind

MISC.

1
3

1
2
4
1
2
1

1

3
1
1

23

1
2

31

1

1
14

19

4

4

1

FUNDRAISING
A GREAT WAY TO SUPPORT
THE SIKA FOUNDATION, AND
TO HELP RAISE AWARENESS
FOR THE BRAND, IS TO
PURCHASE A LIMITED-EDITION
SIKA FOUNDATION T-SHIRT,
BOTTLE OPENER, OR BRAZIER.

SHOWING THE
CONTRAST
The jaw and reproductive data continues to highlight two contrasting
stories on management hunts.
Front country deer (Whitikau, Waiotaka, Pukehuia, Te Tiringa) were younger,
bigger, fatter and highly reproductive; while higher altitude, back country deer
were older, smaller, had lower condition scores and were far less productive,
although Paemahi did finally see a big improvement in deer condition this year
following two years of high hind harvest.
The hunters involved in Management Hunts continue to demonstrate
increasing understanding and support of what the Foundation is attempting
to do via the programme and again showed high levels of respect in terms of
managing their impact at landings sites.
The Sika Foundation are grateful to local DOC staff and to HeliSika for their
ongoing support and willingness to work so collaboratively on such a project.
Management hunts are about Sika management in action. If you want to get
involved, go to the Sika Foundation website; www.sikafoundation.co.nz or
our Facebook page for details.

For more information and to
order, please email:
info@sikafoundation.co.nz

Become a Sika manager don’t just be a Sika consumer.
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SIKA RESEARCH AND
ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
PROPOSAL
The Sika Foundation has worked
with DOC and the wider hunting
sector this year on developing
a proposal for a science-based
management programme for
Sika deer in the Kaimanawa
and Kaweka Forest Parks that
will benefit both hunting and
conservation.
The proposal has come out of
increasing evidence that there are
some significant Sika impacts in parts
of particularly Kaimanawa Forest
Park. These situations not only affect
the forest, but Sika themselves are
also struggling, with small, skinny
deer that provide limited venison or
trophy quality.
The proposed programme is led by
the Sika Foundation with support
from the Game Animal Council, NZ
Deerstalkers Association, Kaweka

Liaison Group and Manaaki Whenua
– Landcare Research, and is being
actively supported and enabled by
the Department of Conservation at
both at a local and national level.
The objective is to reduce the impact
of Sika in areas where forest damage
has been identified and to achieve a
higher-quality, lower-density hunting
resource that ensures beech
canopy regeneration.
There is strong evidence from the
Kaweka Mountain Beech Project that
ran between 1998 and 2017 that
these outcomes can be achieved.
For many parts of the central North
Island, where hunting has adequately
managed Sika densities, beech
forests are regenerating just fine
following natural damage/collapse
related to storms or drought.
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Trail camera image of a very light sika hind
captured in the Rangitikei REZ.

This is what we should ultimately be
aiming for across the whole range.
But that is not the case everywhere.
Effective management of our game
animals is in everyone’s interest and
the more we can collaborate with
other organisations the better the
outcome will be.
The programme will begin by
focussing on areas where undesirable
Sika impact has been recorded
and where the quality of the

herd is showing signs of decline.
It is proposed that a range of
management tools be used including:




improving access to remote
zones for recreational hunters
and encouraging them to
target breeding females;
potentially employing
professional ground-based
hunters with indicating dogs to



target hinds in priority areas; and
where the above methods fail
to improve the situation, to use
helicopter-based aerial
shooting of hinds.

The Game Animal Council strongly
supports the initiative as its sees
hunter-led management as one of the
most effective means of providing
long-term sustainable management

of both Sika and the environment.
Deer density above the forests’
ability to sustain them is bad for
the ecosystem and results in poor
hunting outcomes.
The project reflects the Sika
Foundations philosophy that all
hunters have a role as caretakers of
our game animal herds to ensure a
win-win for hunting and conservation.

SIKA FOUNDATION APP
In March 2021, with big thanks to Ben Robertson for his awesome app development skills, the Sika Foundation App
for mobile was launched. It is now available to download for free from both the Apple App Store and Google Play.
With the app, it’s easy for hunters to submit important info on the Sika deer they harvest in the Central North Island.
Our goal with the release was to get the app used especially over the roar, and we expected strong participation from
hunters to get both good data and feedback on how they found using the app.
The app is a game changer for our data collection programme. The harvest data is used for conservation purposes, to
better understand and monitor the herd. It adds huge value to our deer management programme, and eventually to a
healthier Sika herd.
Download the app on your phone:
APPLE: NZ Sika
GOOGLE PLAY: NZ Sika Foundation

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook is still our most used platform to communicate with the
hunting community, and with more than 6,300 followers, it often is a
hive of activity.
According to Facebook’s insights, some of our posts reach more than 40,000
people. In October 2020, the Foundation also started posting on Instagram,
and the following on @SikaFoundation is growing fast.

WEBSITE
Our website sikafoundation.co.nz was given a refresh in October 2020.
It now looks better on all devices, has more stunning images and video, as
well as an easier navigation structure.
The website has a membership form and an online donation option plus
newsletter signup have also been added. Regular updates about our work and
achievements go out via email to our members and other interested parties.
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TOP: Logan Grant with the prize.
ABOVE: Matt Rice’s hind and dog Fern.

The Foundation’s business manager Mike Clinch with a sika hind.

HIND SIGHT
COMPETITION
In the winter of 2020, the Sika
Foundation launched a competition
to encourage hunters to learn more
about their hunting locations by
studying the Sika hinds they shoot.
Winter is the ideal time (ethically)
to harvest Sika hinds, when last
year’s young are plenty old enough
to survive and before the new
fawns are born.
Learning as much as possible about
the habitat is a special focus for
the Foundation. That’s why for this
competition, hunters are asked to
concentrate on hinds specifically.
Hinds don’t travel like stags do, so
studying them provides the most
accurate information about the
environment they live in.

The Sika Foundation has launched
the competition with the aim of
involving more Sika hunters in deer
management. They are asked to study
the carcass of the hinds they shoot in
detail, then submit a story with photos
about the experience to share their
hindsight with the hunting community.
The first thing to look out for is her
overall condition and note if the ribs or
hips are sticking out or if she is round
with a fat ass. Other observations
are to check her cheek pouches and
paunch to see what she’s been eating,
and to notice if the hind is pregnant or
in milk. All this will tell us more about
the habitat. Hunters are also asked to
recover and provided the jaws to the
Foundation for aging.
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The main prize to be won is a Stoney
Creek Tuatara Camo stalking kit
worth over $700 RRP, and there are
monthly prizes as well, generously
supplied by our brand partner
Stoney Creek.
The Hind Sight competition runs
all year, but is put on hold between
November 20 and March 20, for
ethical reasons. All the stories
and photos received so far plus
details about how to enter the Sika
Foundation Hindsight competition
can be found on our website:
www.sikafoundation.co.nz

DOING THE RIGHT THING
By Johnny Bissell

I

went away for a hunt one
weekend in late February
this year. Nothing strange
about that. I shot a hind and
a weaner too. Nothing strange
about that either. What did
happen though, was something
that we as hunters are talking
about more and more.
It was the time of year when the Sika
stags are rubbing their velvet off and
that corresponds with more people
hunting them. The goal was looking
for a good stag and keeping a low
profile, while we clapped eyes on as

many of the residents in our hunting
area as possible. We glassed open
feed areas and clearings and worked
the country methodically.
While we saw a few promising
animals, we hadn’t seen anything
worth going for by day three.
Our dogs were getting bored so
we decided to ‘go bush’ in the
mid-afternoon on day three to give
them some real work and see what
we could put in the freezer.
We had been looking at the bush
around us as we hunted for a decent

stag, and we had discussed the fact
that the state of the bush was telling
us there seemed to be a few too many
deer in this part of the country. There
was a need to bring things back in to
balance. We decided to do our bit.
My gully was a typical bush gully that
offered much, but I was going to have
to earn it. It was the tail end of summer,
things were hot and dry, and the leaf
litter was like the proverbial stuff you
eat for breakfast. Added to that was a
shifty wind and the fact that the deer
might be bedded down, listening with
those big bat ears. A good challenge.
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As I hunted down through the gully
trying to find some decent bush
and get the wind right, I was also
looking at the forest itself. There was
a distinct lack of palatables and the
forest floor was criss-crossed with
turned up dusty deer trails. There
was sign everywhere. There was a
time when all I would have thought
was “awesome, this place looks like a
great spot” – not now.
I was looking at the impacts of a too
high deer population and thinking
that it was not good for the forest
or the deer. I have learned that if we
let things get like that, that it can
take a fair amount of time to turn it
back. If I got a deer, I was going to be
interested in what condition it was in.
That took several hours. As I said, the
wind wasn’t good.
We were sidling high just under a
ridge when Sami put her nose up and
indicated downhill, then she stopped
indicating. Strange. I moved up on
her and felt the wind shifting back
from another direction. “I wonder if
she caught a brief updraft” I thought.
We poked our noses quietly down
over the side and down a bit more,
and what do you know?
A rusty orange patch was visible
about 20 metres down through the
bush. I couldn’t make out a deer,
so moved quietly to the right about
2 metres. A bedded hind came
into view. She had no clue we were
there. At the shot, she rolled over
on her side and I caught a glimpse
of movement behind her. Down
we went and carefully spotted the
weaner about 5 metres from us. It
went straight down too. Two deer,
job done. Tick!
I checked them over and found they
were both in okay condition. There
were some clearings about a km
away as the crow flies, so I wondered

if the hind was feeding there at times.
She still had an udder and although
she wasn’t what I would call fat, she
had done herself and the weaner well
over the season of plenty.
Sika can be good doers at times
where reds would struggle in the
same situation. I grew up as a hunter
in the late eighties where deer were
scarce and hinds were cherished.

“What I saw during
this afternoon had
simply confirmed what
was needed. As hunters
we need to open our
eyes and educate
ourselves individually
as to what healthy
forest looks like and
then hunt accordingly
area by area.”
Even now, when the evidence is right
in front of me about the impacts of a
high population, I struggle at times
with doing what I had just done. But
it must be done, and the decisions
become easier as I go.
Old habits die hard and even
Americans after so many years of
whitetail deer coming back strong
through protecting the does, are still
struggling to bring themselves to now
shoot enough does to protect the
herd – and the balance in many cases.
Fact is though that as hunters,
we care about deer and shooting
more than we need sometimes, or
shooting younger animals, personally
feels wrong. What I saw during this
afternoon had simply confirmed what
was needed. As hunters we need to
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open our eyes and educate ourselves
individually as to what healthy forest
looks like and then hunt accordingly
area by area.
Just because it is green does not
mean it is okay. Biodiversity is a big
word, but it is so important. We
need diversity, not a monoculture
of unpalatable species in areas. We
need leaf litter and stuff that grows
bugs and feeds birds. Too many deer
can have a negative impact on all that.
I don’t just look at the condition of the
animals within a forest. I first look at
the condition of the forest as well.
Healthy environment means healthy
animals within. If we let things get out
of balance, then sometimes the forest
will start to suffer before the animals
do. Not every area is like this, but we
need to make the right calls when it is
needed, harden our resolve and do
the right thing.
Do I think we can have a healthy
forest and also deer within it?
Absolutely. I have written about
this in NZ Hunter and I believe that
all people involved in using and
protecting our ngahere can (and
must) reach an understanding and
work together. We all need to be
reasonable and rational.
We left after a great few days away
with no stags, but four hinds. That
was just fine. We put meat in the
freezer and the bush was less four
breeding deer – which was a small
start towards restoring the balance.
Hopefully, hunters hunting the area
after us do the same and over time
with a team effort, things will change
for the better. Especially during the
roar when all we can think about is
antler, if the area needs it, we all need
to find a way to do our bit, make
some people with BBQs happy back
home and ‘keep the balance’ by
taking a hind or two as well.

HUT MAINTENANCE
AND CASCADE HUT
REFURBISHMENT
The Sika Foundation, in conjunction
with NZDA Taupo branch, run a hut
maintenance programme for the
four DOC huts in the Kaimanawa
Forest Park, the Waipakihi Hut,
Boyd Lodge, Oamaru Hut and the
Cascade Hut.
Mike Main is the coordinator of this
programme, and he works with

Murray Cleaver from the Department
of Conservation in Taupo to determine
which huts need maintenance carried
out, and what’s required.
DOC supply all materials needed and
fly our volunteers and equipment into
the huts to carry out the work. This
programme works extremely well,
ensuring all four huts are kept to a

good standard, not just for hunters but
for trampers and other back country
users who use the huts as well.
The work we do in and around the
huts frees up DOC staff to carry
out other essential duties, and it is
another good example of hunters and
DOC working together to achieve a
good outcome for all parties.

WHAT A
DIFFERENCE A
WEEKEND MAKES!
With a lot of energy, motivation,
skills and great weather conditions,
the Cascade hut in the Kaimanawa
Forest Park was fully renovated
by five awesome volunteers in
February 2021.

The Backcountry Trust provided
funds for a full renovation of this wellused hut so on 19 February, a team
of five from the Sika Foundation and
NZDA Taupo made up of Mike Main,
Ron Lenzen, Alex Giesen,

Work on the hut begins...
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Removing all the old wooden cladding.

Aaron Brebner and Anton Stokman
set off to carry out the task.
It took four trips in the Squirrel
from HeliSika to ferry all the gear
and volunteers in. It was a major
undertaking which included
stripping the existing hut back to
the framing, taking the windows out
and reroofing, recladding, installing
a new deck, painting the interior,
building a new woodshed, and
putting the windows back in.
Over the three days, the team worked
hard to get the job done, then
bundled up all the old materials, about
a tonne, which HeliSika flew out.

TOP: Lining the walls and putting in the
new deck.
ABOVE: Working on the exterior
renovations.

Everyone who uses this hut in the
future will hopefully appreciate the
hard work of our volunteers. Thank
you all for a great job team! Thanks
to Murray Cleaver also, for doing all
the groundwork and organise the
colour scheme, to HeliSika for the
friendly rate, and Megan from the
Backcountry Trust.

TOP: A brand new steel exterior and deck.
ABOVE: The team.

This is yet another great example
of how everyone working together
means an excellent outcome, which
will benefit everyone who uses this
facility in the years to come. If you
would like to volunteer some time
and skills to help us keep the huts
and tracks in great condition,
please email us:
volunteer@sikafoundation.co.nz

FLIGHT & FIELD
OPERATION FUND
Unfortunately, many public funding providers have constraints on providing funds for Heli-servicing.
For the SFCT it is timely site access that is the toughest logistical project problem to solve. Conservation
recovery locations within the KKFP’s can be a 5hr+ walk one-way from the nearest public road end.
Heli-servicing aids volunteer efforts immensely by getting crews into areas quickly and working efficiently –
enabling the real effort to be undertaken without the hours of exertion beforehand just walking into the area!
How can our private sponsors help us solve this issue? By contributing to our Flight & Field Operation Fund. The
Sika Foundation Whio Recovery Project trap lines located in the Kaipo, Oamaru and Cascade catchments of the
Kaimanawa Forest Park would ideally be serviced by one half hour Heli-flight per month.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF
SIKA FOUNDATION
CONSERVATION TRUST
(SFCT)
Late 2020 saw a need recognised by Sika Foundation members to establish a New Zealand Registered
Charitable Trust for the work being undertaken by the Foundation in the conservation field. A
registered Charitable Trust would enable applications to various funding providers where a ‘charitable’
status is required and would also give individuals/private donors the ability to claim tax credits.
Likewise, supportive businesses can claim tax deductions for all donations made to the SFCT for project
operations such as the Kaimanawa Whio Recovery Project or Kaweka Kiwi Project. January 2021 saw the
SFCT application accepted by the Charities Commission and the Trust received ‘charitable’ status. Trustees
are Gary Harwood, John Cook, Mike Clinch and Cam Speedy.
The principle and purpose of the SFCT is to deliver comprehensive ‘Hunter-led; Boots on the Ground’
community-focussed conservation initiatives dedicated to the protection of native species within the
Kaimanawa and Kaweka Forest Parks. The aim is to observe healthy, stabilised, increasing populations of
indigenous species under SFCT initiatives as a result of long-term predator management.
Objectives of Trust






















Establish and facilitate pest-control/species recovery plans for identified ‘at risk’ indigenous species
within the Kaimanawa & Kaweka Forest Parks. (KKFP’s)
Advocate and implement conservation initiatives/measures enabling the protection of
indigenous species.
Build and foster relationships between key-stakeholders, sponsors/program benefactors, volunteers
and wider community.
Promote and educate pro-conservation values, morals, sustainable game-animal management and
ethics of CNISF.
Develop SFCT collateral and resources for further education and public engagement.
Promote and Foster active public/community participation in SFCT conservation undertakings.
Education of participants in Kaitiakitanga, Mana-Whenua principles.
Participate, support or commission all aspects of research on indigenous fauna species, game-animal
species and environmental associations within Sika Foundation game-managed lands.
Adopt, service and update database of volunteer field-mentors.
Present volunteers/community with an insight into study/job/career options working within
New Zealand’s outdoors.
Encourage and endorse professional development for volunteers of the Sika Foundation
Conservation Trust.
To seek, accept and receive donations, grants, sponsorship, subsidies, fundraising opportunities for the
benefit of all or any of the Trust’s Purpose, Aim and Objectives (PAOs).
Further charitable objectives as the board sees fit.

If you are interested in becoming part of the Sika Foundation Conservation Crew undertaking various
projects within the Kaimanawa or Kaweka Forest Parks please email volunteer@sikafoundation.co.nz
or if you would you like to assist financially with SFCT project efforts, please email
conservation@sikafoundation.co.nz
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underway in August. Turangi ITM
supplied materials at a reduced rate,
the Taupo Community Men’s Shed
made the boxes as a fundraiser, and
Hunters & Habitats helped with
ongoing operational costs.

EXPANSION
OF SIKA
FOUNDATION
WHIO RECOVERY
PROJECT
The Sika Foundation Kaimanawa
Whio Recovery Project (KWRP) is
a great example of a whole lot of
people and organisations working
together to achieve positive
environmental outcomes in a
remote landscape - something that
everyone should be proud of.
This is an important community
conservation project, not just
benefiting Whio but other native
fauna/flora living within the
ecosystem under management. To
date, 2000+ volunteer hours have
been accounted for in the field alone,
and many more contributions from
the wider community contributions
have been made.
The Sika Foundation’s Kaimanawa
Whio Recovery Site, nationally
recognised in 2019, is strategically
important to the national Whio
Recovery Program due to it’s being
centrally located between several
already established Whio Security
and Recovery Sites – Tongariro (in the
west) and Whirinaki/Te Urewera (to
the north and east).
The initial stages of the programme
set up in 2019 fall within the Hawkes

Bay Region on its eastern boundary
with the Waikato Region, in the
North-Eastern Kaimanawa Ranges.
They include the lower Kaipo River
(10km of A24 trap lines) and the
Oamaru River (7.5km of A24 trap
lines), all which flow into and from
the Mohaka River, meeting on the
Poronui Station boundary within sight
of the Oamaru Hut.
The next stage of the Whio Recovery
Project falls within the Waikato
Region, in the Cascade Stream and
its headwaters which flow west from
the Kaipo Saddle, merging into the
Tauranga-Taupo River below the
Cascade Hut and flowing out to
Lake Taupo.
In July 2020, the Sika Foundation
submitted an application to the
Environment Waikato Environmental
Initiatives Fund to help establish
predator-management along 10km of
Cascade Stream and Tauranga-Taupo
River habitat for Whio protection and
was successful in receiving $20,000.
The funds have been used to
purchase an initial 100 double-set
BT200 Traps in late May 2021, ready
for the new nesting season to get
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The first baseline monitoring for
Cascade Stream/Tauranga-Taupo
River was done in mid-March 2021,
following the earlier installation of
seven lines of 10 tracking tunnels
during January and February along
the proposed trap lines. The tunnels
need to be out in the field for at least
six weeks before monitoring is done.
Baseline monitoring results, run
over 3 fine nights, found low pest
densities with an average tracking
percentage of 0% mustelids
(stoats); 7.14% rats; 4.28% mice;
1.43% hedgehogd; and possum
interference of 4% from the 70
baited tunnels. May and June saw
the crew head back into the Cascade
catchment to establish the trap lines
at this site.
In June 2021, a further 60 BT200s
were installed within the current Lower
Kaipo and Oamaru trap network to
complement the Goodnature A24
traps. These contribute to predator
management but also provide
monitoring data on the number and
type of pests being caught. Trials of
other trap types are underway.
Currently the Sika Foundation is
seeking funding for the establishment
of further stages in the Upper Kaipo
(5km), Tiki Tiki (5 km), and Ruatea
Stream/Jap Creek (5km). By 2023,
trap lines in the Kaimanawa Forest
Park could cover 50kms+ of river
habitat, protected by more than
500 trap sets within Kaimanawa
Whio Recovery Site, allowing Whio
more space to expand and connect
with an increasing number of
thriving populations.

FOUNDATION
FOODBANK INITIATIVE
Last year, Turangi Foodbank was
the grateful recipient of over
1,000kg of venison mince made
available by the FWF culling of
Wapiti/Red deer in Fiordland. It
made a huge difference, which is
why the Foodbank’s chairperson
Maggie Stewart reached out to the
Sika Foundation in April 2021 to
see if we could help again.
As a result, an initiative was launched
to provide free-range venison mince
to families in Turangi and Taupo that
are struggling to make ends meet.
The aim is to provide up to 100kg of
meat per week, which according to
Maggie will cut their weekly food
budget in half.

Maggie Stewart holding a donated
venison mince pack.

The packages are labelled according
to MPI’s instructions, and hunters
are asked to contact the Sika
Foundation via email if they would
like to participate.

The packaging has been generously
supplied at no cost by Stephan
Pederson from Caspak, and Jaki
Carson at Copy Solutions in Taupo
has provided labels. The donated
venison has been processed by Farm
& Game Meats Ltd in Taupo.

The packaged venison ready for supply.

Maggie explained that like other
foodbanks across New Zealand, they
are experiencing high demand for
emergency food parcels.

some treats for the children. When
funds allow it, Maggie and her team
buy chicken legs or sausages to add
to the mix.

Covid – 19 is still having a huge impact
on our communities. There is less
work available, rents have increased,
and more people have moved to
Turangi to live with families, increasing
the pressure on those families.

Turangi Foodbank has also reached
out to DOC requesting if they, in
conjunction with central government,
would process the deer and have the
meat distributed to foodbanks across
the country. While awaiting that
decision, Sika Foundation members
have sprung into action.

Foodbanks are not government
funded and rely on grants and
donations to operate. Meat is not
always included in the emergency
food parcels. They usually consist of
canned vegetables and fruit, cereal,
milk powder, basic toiletries, and

We have been in touch with the
Ministry for Primary Industries to
check on the regulations for donating
recreational catch and have received
guidance for such meat donations.

Maggie said that the Foodbank’s
distribution of emergency food
parcels has a flow on effect within the
local community. By feeding families
we contribute to the wellbeing of the
community, take pressure off families
under stress financially and mentally,
helping to reduce family harm,
depression, and many other issues.
Many hunters have since shown their
willingness to pass their excess meat
on to those who are most in need
and to maximise the value of our
incredible game animal resource.
The support has been incredible with
300kg processed in the first six weeks,
and the initiative has been featured in
the Taupo & Turangi Weekender and
by Te Karere on TV One.
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PROJECT TONGARIRO –
MAHI AROHA SUMMER
PROGRAMME 2021
The Mahi Aroha Summer
Programme offers a range of
events within the Central Plateau
and Taupo/Tongariro region
that inspire and encourage
conservation outcomes with
a focus on connecting
New Zealanders with opportunities
to enjoy their environment.

being undertaken by the hunting
community, all the while participants
enjoying a relaxing day out.

The Sika Foundation, in association
with Project Tongariro and DOC,
helped host two events in 2021 – the
Boyd Hut to Oamaru Valley HeliHike (Jan 9) and the Oamaru Valley
fieldtrip with the Sika Foundation
Whio Recovery Project (Jan 16).

Boyd Hut to Oamaru Valley
As day dawned, 19 participants
arrived at the Heli-Sika Taupo base
ready to be transported by helicopter
into the remote Boyd Lodge with
Foundation members Cam Speedy
and Ron Lenzen, along with
DOC personnel for a 15km hike up
and over the Waitawhero Saddle
down the Oamaru Valley; to be
picked up again upon arrival at
Oamaru Hut to be flown back to
Heli-Sika base.

The objective was to enable
Foundation and community members
and their families the opportunity to
experience our Central North Island
Backcountry, learn about Sika and
game-management, the environment
they inhabit, ecosystem management,
and what conservation efforts

The weather was unfortunately a
mixed bag, with several hours of
solid afternoon rain. This didn’t put
a damper on the group’s experience
however, with everyone thoroughly
enjoying the scenery and trip
commentary provided by Cam and
Ron along the way.
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Oamaru Valley Fieldtrip
On the 16th of January Poronui
Station partnered with the
Sika Foundation to offer community
members the first ever opportunity
to travel by vehicle, rather
than the normal 12km poled
walking access, through Poronui
Station to the Oamaru Valley –
the Sika Foundation’s Whio
Recovery Site.
Travelling from the Waikato,
Hawkes Bay and Wairarapa
especially for this opportunity, 18
eager participants arrived on a day
promising brilliant weather.
The group departed by bus,
accompanied by Whio Recovery
Project volunteers Josh Van Der Valk,
Allan Jackson and Kylie Simpson,
for Poronui and on to Oamaru Hut,
a 40 min walk from the final bus
park on the Kaimanawa Forest Park/
Poronui boundary.

On the bus drive through Poronui,
free-ranging Sika were seen, summer
coats glistening in the morning sun,
several hinds with fawns at foot.
After a leisurely stroll down the
river terraces above the Kaipo/
Oamaru/Mohaka confluence and
‘conservation conversation’ along
the way, all arrived at Oamaru Hut to
enjoy a hot cuppa with Josh giving
an insight into the ‘Boots on the
Ground’ initiatives being undertaken
by the Foundation within the
Kaimanawa Forest Park.
Several traps needed replacing along
the Kaipo Trapline as unfortunately,
a member of the public had taken
it upon themselves to remove
and take the trap; which gave trip
participants the opportunity to learn
how to install a Goodnature A24
Trap, currently being used by the
Foundation for predator-control in
this area. Feedback from participants

was excellent. Everyone thoroughly
enjoyed their backcountry outing.
More events planned
Both events were a great way to
promote the conservation work
being undertaken by the Sika
Foundation and its members. The
Foundation would like to extend
our thanks to Poronui for enabling
and supporting this trip by allowing
special access through the station.

Following the success of the
Foundation’s inaugural involvement in
these community field-trip initiatives,
the Sika Foundation will look to
organise more events in the future.
To register interest in participating
in future events please get in touch
with Kylie Simpson at
volunteer@sikafoundation.co.nz

SPREADING THE WORD
Through the year, Sika Foundation
members were again involved
in a range of media with various
organisations highlighting the
Foundation’s work. This included
presentations to Conservation
Boards, site visits with DOC
leadership, meetings with Iwi
representatives and engagement
with the hunting community
through organisations like NZDA.
The social media profile of the
Foundation has continued to be
proactively promoted on both
Facebook and Instagram, and the
website has had a significant upgrade.
Support from the Hunting Magazines
– Rod & Rifle; Hunters Journal; and
NZ Hunter – with advertorial and

editorial space has also helped get
key messages out there.
Management Hunts created the
opportunity for Cam Speedy to be
part of a Podcast with Matt Gibson on
the Educated Hunter, and with Ryan
O’Connor on the Stag Roar Podcast.
The Foundation has also gained
support from the TV Hunting
Shows with a number of filming
opportunities that highlight the
management message. Watch out
for these on your screens as the
year rolls out.
Perhaps the most valuable media
output was the filming of Cam
Speedy’s Sika Management
presentation at the August 2020 AGM

by NZ Hunter Adventures. NZ Hunter
Adventures put together a stunning
35-minute video that has been
viewed over 3,500 times on YouTube,
helping educate hunters about game
management and how to achieve more
balanced hunting and conservation
outcomes for not only our Sika, but all
our valued game animals.
The Game Animal Council has also
picked up on these key messages,
developing a more generic series
of education resources, applicable
across many game animal species here
in New Zealand. This education and
awareness outreach is helping shift
the narrative around our game animals
and the important role they play in a
modern New Zealand. The Foundation
is proud to be part of this cultural shift.
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OUR SPONSORS & PARTNERS
We would like to give special thanks to our partners and sponsors – listed here in alphabetical order. Our work
would not be possible without their ongoing support.
Our initiatives on sponsorship are based on establishing long term relationships with sponsors, who can assist us with:






Support the Management Hunt funding requirements.
Support and promote the HOSI application.
Promote the jaw and data collection programme.
Help fund and manage specific CNISF projects.
Assist with administration and operational costs.

To find out more about sponsorship options and ways you can help us make a difference, please contact us!

Partner
Stoney Creek

With special thanks to
Bayleys Taupo
BFA Business Advisors & Accountants
Blue Duck Packrafting
Blue Duck Raft Rentals
Department of Conservation
Dog & Gun Coffee
Fulton Hogan Bay of Plenty
Game Animal Council of New Zealand
Hamills Te Awamutu
Hard as Rocks
Helisika
Hunters & Habitats
Hunting & Fishing Fly & Gun, Taupo
Manaaki Whenua Landcare Reserach Ltd
Marshall Profiling
MMC Law Limited
NZDA Taupo
N.Z. Forest Managers
Paradise Valley Springs
Poronui Lodge
Safari Club International NZ Chapter
Steve’s Wholesale
Taupo’s Floatplane
Taupo Tramping Club
Tight Lines/Tatonka NZ
Turangi ITM
Waikato Regional Council
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OUR PEOPLE
Central North Island Sika Foundation Committee
President
Secretary
Business/Finance/Sponsorship
Eastern Rep
Western Rep
General Rep
General Rep
NZDA Rep
Women Hunter Rep
Conservation Board Rep
Iwi Liaison Rep
Game Management Technical Advisor
Hunters & Habitats Rep

John Cook
Cam Speedy
Mike Clinch
Dustin Murdock
Gary Harwood
Kylie Simpson
Josh Van Der Valk
David Hudson
Fiona Duley
Currently vacant
Tom Loughlin
Dan Herries
Allan Jackson

Project Leads
Whio Recovery Project Coordinator
Hut & Track Field Manager
Membership Coordinator
Funding Development Coordinator

Josh Van Der Valk
Mike Main
Mike Penn
Kylie Simpson

Contributors
Marketing & Media
Graphic Design
App Development

Martine Pierhagen
Nik Maxwell
Ben Robertson

SUPPORT US
Our work would not be possible without the support of our valued members and other individuals, plus the
businesses and organisations that help us with funding or in-kind sponsorship.
We are incredibly grateful for this, as we need ongoing support and funds to maintain and grow our projects, as well as
for general operational costs.
If you are keen to support us with your skills and time and get involved in our projects or programmes, please email
volunteer@sikafoundation.co.nz.
To find out more about sponsorship options, please email our sponsorship coordinator Mike Clinch
mike@sikafoundation.co.nz.
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Central North Island Sika Foundation
www.sikafoundation.co.nz
info@sikafoundation.co.nz
Find us on Facebook & Instgram

